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ABSTRACT 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to compare the structures of the chiral molecular micelles (MM) 
poly-(sodium undecyl-(L,L)-leucine-valine) (poly(SULV)) and poly-(sodium undecyl-(L,L)-valine-leucine) (poly- 
(SUVL)). Both MM contained polymerized surfactant monomers terminated by chiral dipeptide headgroups. The study 
was undertaken to investigate why poly(SULV) is generally a better chiral selector compared to poly(SUVL) in elec- 
trokinetic chromatography separations. When comparing poly(SULV) to poly(SUVL), poly(SULV) had the more con- 
formational flexible dipeptide headgroup and hydrogen bond analyses revealed that the poly(SULV) headgroup con- 
formation allowed a larger number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds to form between monomer chains. In addition, a 
larger number of water molecules surrounded the chiral centers of the poly(SULV) molecular micelle. Poly(SULV) was 
also found to have a larger solvent accessible surface area (SASA) than poly(SUVL) and fluctuations in the poly(SULV) 
SASA during the MD simulation allowed dynamic monomer chain motions expected to be important in chiral recogni- 
tion to be identified. Finally, approximately 50% of the Na+ counterions were found in the first three solvation shells 
surrounding both MM, with the remainder located in the bulk. Overall the MD simulations point to both greater 
headgroup flexibility and solvent and analyte access to the chiral centers of the dipeptide headgroup as factors contri- 
buting to the enhanced chiral selectivity observed with poly(SULV). 
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1. Introduction 

The enantiomers of chiral drugs often have different 
pharmacological potencies and toxicities. As a result, 
FDA guidelines issued in 1992 required the activities of 
drug enantiomers to be investigated separately and for 
only the therapeutic enantiomer to be brought to market 
[1]. These guidelines have led to chiral separation me- 
thods playing an important role in modern drug disco- 
very [2]. Examples of chiral separation techniques de- 
veloped to date include chiral electrokinetic chromatog- 
raphy (EKC), thin layer chromatography, gas choma- 
tography, supercritical fluid chromatography, and high 
performance liquid chromatography [2,3]. 

In EKC-based chiral separations, enantiomeric resolu- 
tion results from differential analyte interactions with a 
chiral selector as both are pulled through a capillary by  

an electric field [4]. Chiral micelles, polysaccharides, 
polymers, crown ethers, ligand-exchange complexes, and 
cyclodextrins have all been used as EKC chiral selectors. 
Recent developments in the field have been reviewed by 
Sánchez-Hernández, et al. [5]. This investigation focused 
on amino acid-based molecular micelles (MM) which 
were first employed as EKC chiral selectors by Wang 
and Warner [6]. MM consist of polymerized surfactant 
monomers with covalent attachments at the end of each 
monomer’s hydrocarbon chain. In the MM investigated 
here, each monomer was terminated with a chiral dipep-
tide headgroup.  

The roles played by MM headgroup amino acid order 
[7-9], steric factors [7,8,10-12], hydrogen bonding [12, 
13], electrostatic interactions [15,16], and the number 
and position of the headgroup chiral centers [8,15] in 
governing chiral selectivity in EKC separations have 
been reported. Research has also addressed how chiral  *Corresponding author. 
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selectivity is affected by the concentration at which the 
surfactant monomers were polymerized [16] and the 
depth of analyte penetration into the hydrophobic core 
[17]. NMR experiments have been used as well to inves-
tigate the thermodynamics of chiral analyte: MM interac-
tions and the structures of chiral analyte:MM intermo-
lecular complexes [4,14,18,19].  

This project is part of an ongoing effort to characterize 
more fully dipeptide terminated MM structure and the 
analyte:MM intermolecular interactions that lead to 
chiral recognition in EKC separations. Here we have 
used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investi- 
gate the structures of two dipeptide terminated MM. The 
rationale for choosing these MM is based upon the ex- 
perimental observation that chiral selectivity is generally 
higher when the larger of the two amino acids is in the 
N-terminal position [8,20]. For example, the MM poly- 
(sodium undecyl-(L,L)-leucine-valine) (poly-SULV) is a 
relatively effective chiral selector [21], while chiral se-
lectivity in separations with poly-(sodium undecyl-(L,L) 
-valine-leucine) (poly-SUVL) is generally relatively poor 
[8]. The structures of poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) are 
shown in Figures 1(a) and (b). The MD simulations re- 
ported here were carried out to investigate the structures 
of these two MM in aqueous solution in an effort to ra- 
tionalize the difference in chiral selectivity brought about 
by changing the amino acid order in the MM dipeptide 
headgroups. 

A previous MD simulation and NMR study of poly- 
(SULV) and poly(SUVL) provided insights into differ- 
ences between the two MM structures and offered clues 
as to why poly(SULV) is the better chiral selector [22]. 
For example, poly(SULV) was found to have an overall 
more open structure with correspondingly more potential 
pockets or spaces into which chiral analytes could insert. 
The structure of poly(SUVL), in contrast, was more 
closed and compact. Water was also shown to penetrate 
to a greater degree into the core and headgroup regions 
of poly(SULV), while poly(SUVL) excluded more water 
molecules from these regions. This result was found to 
be consistent with the experimental observation that po-
lar binaphthyl analytes bound more strongly to poly- 
(SULV), while non-polar binaphthyl analytes interacted 
more strongly with poly(SUVL) [22]. In the study re- 
ported here, additional MD simulation analyses were 
used to delve deeper into the differences between the two 
MM structures and to gain further insight into the mo- 
lecular features that make poly(SULV) the better chiral 
selector. The first MM structural property investigated 
was the distribution of dipeptide headgroup dihedral an- 
gles. By quantifying how these dihedral angles changed 
during the MD simulations, we were able to compare the 
conformational flexibilities of the poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL) headgroups. MD simulations were also used to 

 

Figure 1. (a) Structure of poly(SULV); (b) Structure of 
poly(SUVL); (c) Headgroup atom labels for dihedral angle 
and hydrogen bond analyses. 
 
investigate intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the 
MM monomer chains and intermolecular hydrogen bond- 
ing between the MM molecules and water. Hydrogen 
bonding would be expected to affect both the local 
structures and overall shapes of the MM. Also, in an ef- 
fort to probe the access that poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) 
provide to the solvent, and thus by extension to potential 
chiral analytes, MD simulations were used to compare 
the solvent accessible surface areas (SASA) of the two 
MM. The surface area analyses also allowed a number of 
monomer chain motions that open and close chiral groo- 
ves or pockets near the MM headgroups to be identified. 
The final two MM properties investigated with the MD 
simulations were the number of water molecules sur- 
rounding the two headgroup chiral centers and the dis- 
tribution of Na+ counterions around the MM carboxy- 
late groups. 

2. Experimental Details 

The details of the poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) MD 
simulations have been previously reported [22]. Briefly, 
the methods utilized are summarized as follows. Each 
MM contained twenty surfactant monomers. This value 
was chosen based upon fluorescence quenching meas-
urements of each micelle’s aggregation number [23]. In 
both MM, monomers were connected by covalent bonds 
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at the end of each surfactant’s hydrocarbon chain. MD 
simulations were performed using AMBER 10 [24] and 
the parm 99 [25] force field. Each MD simulation con-
tained the respective MM, twenty Na+ counterions, and 
8360 or 8689 water residues for poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL), respectively. The TIP3P water model was used 
in both MD simulations. The MM systems were first 
optimized and then 20 ps MD simulations were carried 
out to heat to 300 K. Next, a 1 ns simulation was done to 
equilibrate the system to 1 atm and 300 K, followed by a 
10.0 ns production run to collect statistical data. The time 
step in the MD simulations was 2.0 fs and structures 
were saved every 0.2 ps. All analyses of the MD simula- 
tion trajectories were done with the ptraj utility in AM- 
BER 10 [24]. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Headgroup Conformation and Dihedral  
Angles 

Distributions of selected headgroup dihedral angles were 
used to assess the conformational flexibilities of the 
poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) headgroups. Figure 1(c) 
shows atom labels used to define the three dihedral an-
gles monitored during the MD simulations. The angle ω1 
was C1-N2-C3-C4, ω2 was C5-N6-C7-C8, and ω3 was 
C4-C3-C5-N6. Figure 2 shows a histogram of the ω1, 
ω2, and ω3 values during the poly(SULV) MD simula-
tion. Note that ω2 takes on a relatively narrow range of 
values centered around 134˚. The dihedral angle ω3 has a 
bimodal distribution with maxima at 171˚ and 233˚, cor-
responding to trans and anti-(-) conformations, respec- 
tively. The populations of all other ω3 dihedral angle  
 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of the dihedral angles (a) ω1, (b) ω2, 
and (c) ω3 for poly(SULV). 

values are relatively small. In contrast, angle ω1 is very 
flexible with smaller maxima at 94˚ and 274˚ but with 
significant dihedral angle population ranging from 0 to 
360˚. This flexibility may contribute to the high chiral 
selectivity observed for poly(SULV). For example, rota-
tion of the headgroup about angle ω1 would allow the 
poly(SULV) headgroup to open and close thus giving 
chiral molecules an opportunity to insert into chiral poc- 
kets near the dipeptide headgroup and experience stereo 
selective interactions with both the leucine and valine 
chiral centers. Access to the N-terminal leucine may be 
important because NMR and EKC studies of analyte as-
sociation with poly(SULV) have shown that binaphthyl 
analytes such as 1,1’-binaphthyl-2,2’-diyl hydrogen 
phosphate and 1,1-’bi-2-naphthol interact predominately 
with the leucine chiral center [4,18]. 

The distributions of dihedral angles ω1, ω2, and ω3 in 
poly(SUVL) are shown in Figure 3. The MD simulations 
show that all three dihedral angles take on relatively 
well-defined values centered at 132˚, 141˚, and 142˚, for 
ω1, ω2, and ω3, respectively. None of the poly(SUVL) 
dihedral angles show the wide-ranging variability ob-
served for ω1 in poly(SULV). The smaller variability of 
the poly(SUVL) dihedral angles suggests that the head- 
group adopts a more fixed, less dynamic conformation 
when compared to poly(SULV). This lack of flexibility 
may be especially effective in denying chiral analyte 
access to the valine chiral center. Fewer analyte interac- 
tions with this chiral center likely contribute to the low 
chiral selectivity in separations with poly(SUVL). 

3.2. Hydrogen Bonding 

Analyses of the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds  
 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of the dihedral angles (a) ω1, (b) ω2, 
and (c) ω3 for poly(SUVL). 
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formed during the MD simulations give further insight 
into the relative abilities of the two MM investigated to 
act as chiral selectors. The intra-molecular hydrogen 
bonds formed by poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) are 
shown in Table 1. The atom labels used to index the hy-
drogen bonds are shown in Figure 1(c). Eight in-
tra-molecular poly(SULV) hydrogen bonds with percent 
occupancies greater than 10% formed during the MD 
simulation. Note, though, that in all but two of these hy-
drogen bonds the H-bond acceptor atom was the car-
bonyl oxygen separating the monomer hydrocarbon 
chain from the dipeptide headgroup (atom O1 in Figure 
1). This result is consistent with poly(SULV) monomers 
adopting predominately open wing-like conformations 
that allow potential H-bond donor atoms to access the 
oxygen at the end of the hydrocarbon chain [22]. Also, in 
all but one of the poly(SULV) hydrogen bonds listed in 
Table 1, the N-terminal leucine amide hydrogen was the 
H-bond donor atom. Overall, the poly(SULV) H-bond 
results show that most of the intra-molecular H-bonds 
formed in the MD simulation involved oxygen atom O1 
and NH atoms on the leucine amino acid. Figure 4(a) 
shows an intramolecular hydrogen bond with a percent 
occupancy of 76.82% formed between poly(SULV) 
chains 12 and 15. In the hydrogen-bonded structure, the 
open wing-like headgroup conformation of both mono-  
 
Table 1. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds with occupancies 
greater than 10% from the poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) 
MD simulations. 

Poly(SULV) hydrogen bonds 

Electron Pair Donor Electron Pair Acceptor % occupancy

Chain 12: O1 Chain 15: N2H 76.82 

Chain 18: O2 Chain 9: N2H 25.09 

Chain 13: O1 Chain 16: N2H 24.92 

Chain 12: O1 Chain 15: N6H 23.51 

Chain 5: O1 Chain 2: N2H 21.26 

Chain 3: O1 Chain 6: N2H 17.68 

Chain 10: O1 Chain 13: N2H 16.72 

Chain 13: O2 Chain 16: N2H 16.38 

Poly(SUVL) hydrogen bonds 

Electron Pair Donor Electron Pair Acceptor % occupancy

Chain 11: O2 Chain 14: N6H 49.64 

Chain 19: O1 Chain 20: N2H 33.11 

Chain 18: O1 Chain 17: N2H 26.38 

Chain 11: O2 Chain 14: N2H 21.35 

Chain 18: O1 Chain 17: N6H 11.55 

 

Figure 4. Hydrogen bonded structures for (a) poly(SULV) 
and (b) poly(SUVL). 
 
mer chains facilitates H-bond formation between the do-
nor and acceptor atoms. 

Results from the poly(SUVL) hydrogen bond analysis 
are also shown in Table 1. For this MM, five intra-mo- 
lecular H-bonds had occupancies greater than 10%. Ta- 
ble 1 reveals, though, that three of these hydrogen bonds 
formed between monomers at the end of the MM poly-
mer chain. For example, a H-bond formed between 
chains 19 and 20 and two H-bonds with occupancies of 
26.38% and 11.55% formed between chains 17 and 18. It 
would be expected that monomer chains at either end of 
the MM would have greater motional freedom, making it 
easier for atoms to come close enough to form H-bonds. 
The two remaining poly(SUVL) hydrogen bonds in Ta- 
ble 1 formed between atoms on monomer chains 11 and 
14. Overall, the results in Table I indicate that relatively 
fewer intra-molecular H-bonds formed in poly(SUVL) 
than in poly(SULV). In addition, in poly(SUVL) the 
H-bonds were more evenly distributed between atoms on 
the leucine and valine amino acids, with three of the five 
H-bond acceptor atoms coming from the N-terminal 
valine and two from the C-terminal leucine. A similar 
distribution is seen for the donor atoms. Therefore, un- 
like poly(SULV), there is no clear preference in poly- 
(SUVL) for formation of intra-molecular H-bonds with 
the N-terminal amino acid. 

The observations that in poly(SUVL) there are fewer 
overall intra-molecular H-bonds and relatively fewer 
intra-molecular H-bonds with the N-terminal amino acid 
are consistent with a large fraction of the poly(SUVL) 
headgroups forming folded conformations that point the 
valine amino acid side chain toward the hydrocarbon 
core. This conformation shields potential donor-acceptor 
atoms on adjacent chains from one another and reduces 
the potential for inter-chain hydrogen bond formation. 
Figure 4(b) shows chains 11 and 14 of poly(SUVL) 
forming an intra-molecular hydrogen bond. Note that 
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chain 11 adopts the folded conformation discussed above 
and that the donor and acceptor atoms are respectively, 
O2 and the leucine amide hydrogen. The H-bond de- 
picted in Figure 4 (b) had an occupancy of 49.64%. The 
occupancy of a H-bond between O1 and the valine amide 
hydrogen of the same monomer chains was 21.35%. 
Overall, the poly(SUVL) intra-molecular hydrogen bond 
results suggest that the same steric factors that restrict 
H-bond formation between poly(SUVL) headgroup at- 
oms on different monomer chains likely also prevent 
chiral analyte molecules from accessing and forming 
hydrogen bonds with these headgroup atoms. The result 
is fewer stereo selective analyte:MM hydrogen bonding 
interactions in poly(SUVL) and thus a relatively low 
chiral selectivity. 

The number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds be-
tween water molecules and the poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL) headgroup atoms were also analyzed. It has been 
previously reported that of the two MM investigated here, 
poly(SULV) had more water molecules in the micelle 
headgroup region [22]. This result was shown to be con-
sistent with the relative magnitudes of association con-
stants for polar and non-polar analytes binding to each 
MM [22]. During the MD simulations, the total number 
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed by the two 
MM were very similar, with poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL) forming, respectively 200,594 and 199,502 in-
termolecular H-bonds with water. While the total number 
of intermolecular H-bonds differed by less than 1% for 
the two MM, differences were observed in the distribu-
tion of these hydrogen bonds within the dipeptide head- 
group. We first consider intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
between the water oxygen and MM headgroup NH atoms. 
In poly(SULV), the donor atom in 57.9% of these H- 
bonds was the C-terminal valine NH atom. The remain-
ing 42.1% of the hydrogen bonds were formed by the N- 
terminal leucine amide hydrogen. In poly(SUVL), there 
was a greater preference for hydrogen bonding with the 
C-terminal amino acid. Here 67.4% of the intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds to water oxygen atoms were formed by 
the C-terminal leucine NH, while 32.6% formed with the 
N-terminal valine amide hydrogen.  

A similar trend was observed for intermolecular hy- 
drogen bonds between water hydrogens and MM head- 
group oxygen atoms. In poly(SULV), 56.4% of these 
intermolecular H-bonds formed between water and the 
C-terminal carboxylate oxygens. The remaining 43.6% 
formed with the oxygen atomsO1 and O2 in Figure 1. In 
poly(SUVL), there was again a slightly greater prefer- 
ence for intermolecular H-bond formation with the 
C-terminal amino acid. Here 60.9% of the intermolecular 
H-bonds with water hydrogens formed with the C-ter- 
minal leucine carboxylate oxygens, while 39.1% formed 
with the other oxygen atoms in the dipeptide headgroup. 

These results are consistent with poly(SULV) forming a 
more open headgroup structure that allows greater access 
by water molecules to both amino acids of the dipeptide 
headgroup. Poly(SUVL) in contrast has been shown to 
have fewer water molecules in both the core and head- 
group regions and the hydrogen bond analysis presented 
here shows relatively fewer H-bonds forming between 
water and the N-terminal valine amino acid. If water is 
less able to access and H-bond to the poly(SUVL) N- 
terminal amino acid atoms, chiral analyte access to these 
atoms and to the valine chiral center is likely restricted as 
well. This idea is explored in greater detail below where 
the number of water molecules surrounding each chiral 
center is compared. 

Finally, hydrogen bond analyses showed that while the 
total number of H-bonds formed by poly(SULV) and 
poly(SUVL) were nearly identical, poly(SUVL) had a 
larger number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds with 
percent occupancies greater than 10%. In poly(SUVL), 
five H-bonds formed between water and the headgroup 
amide hydrogens with occupancies ranging from 16.13% 
to 10.30%. Three H-bonds with occupancies of 11.94%, 
11.85%, and 10.90% were formed between water and the 
poly(SUVL) headgroup oxygen atoms. In contrast, only 
three H-bonds with occupancies greater than 10% were 
found to form between water and the poly(SULV) amide 
hydrogens and all H-bonds between water and the 
poly(SULV) oxygen atoms had occupancies less than 
10%. These results suggest that the intermolecular hy-
drogen bonds formed between water and the poly(SULV) 
headgroup atoms are shorter-lived or that the H-bonding 
environment around the poly(SULV) headgroup is rela-
tively dynamic. This environment could provide more 
opportunities for chiral analytes to access and interact 
with the poly(SULV) headgroup atoms. In poly(SUVL), 
though, the H-bond analysis suggested that there is a 
more fixed, less dynamic solvation shell around the poly- 
(SUVL) headgroups as evidenced by the larger number 
of hydrogen bonds with high percent occupancies.  

3.3. Surface Area 

A plot of the MM solvent accessible surface area (SASA) 
versus simulation time for both poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL) is shown in Figure 5. The SASA for both MM 
were ~10000 Å2 at the beginning of the MD simulations. 
The values decreased steadily and plateaued around 2.0 
ns. Therefore, the changes in SASA observed from 2.0 ns 
to the end of the MD simulation are shown in Figure 5. 
The SASA results show that throughout the MD simula- 
tions, the poly(SULV) SASA was consistently greater 
than that of poly(SUVL). The mean SASA for poly- 
(SULV) in the 2.0 ns to 11.0 ns range was also 8179 Å2, 
while the poly(SUVL) mean was 7608 Å2. As discussed 
above, previously reported MD simulation results for 
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Figure 5. Solvent assessable surface area versus simulation 
time plots for poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL). 
 
these MM showed that poly(SULV) had a more open 
structure than poly(SUVL) that allowed greater water 
penetration into the hydrocarbon core and didpeptide 
headgroup regions [22]. These results are consistent with 
poly(SULV) also having the greater SASA. 

Insight into differences between the MM investigated 
here and conventional micelles formed from surfactants 
such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) can be gained by 
calculating the SASA per monomer chain. Dividing the 
average SASA for each MM by the twenty chains mak-
ing up each macromolecule yields values of 409 Å2 and 
380 Å2 per monomer chain for poly(SULV) and poly- 
(SUVL), respectively. In contrast, MD simulations by 
Bruce, et al. yielded a SASA per monomer residue of 
only 176 Å2 for SDS micelles [26]. This comparison 
suggests that in both the poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) 
MM structures, more of the surfactant chain area is ac-
cessible to water molecules than in a corresponding SDS 
micelle. It is also interesting to note that NMR diffusion 
studies have shown that small non-polar probe molecules 
solubilize in the interior of SDS and unpolymerized 
amino acid-based surfactant micelles to a much greater 
degree than into the corresponding MM [27]. For exam-
ple, the mole fraction of toluene molecules solubilzed 
into unpolymerized micelles formed by the amino acid- 
based surfactants sodium undecyl-(L,L)-valine and so- 
dium undecyl-(L,L)-valine-valine were found to be 0.88 
and 0.90 respectively. In contrast, the mole fraction of 
toluene solubilzed into the core of polymerized forms of 
these surfactants were 0.15 for poly-(sodium undecyl- 
(L,L)-valine) and 0.05 for poly-(sodium undecyl-(L,L)- 
valine-valine) [27]. It would be expected that water 
penetration into the MM cores would decrease their abil-
ity to solubilize or bind small nonpolar molecules such as 
toluene. Therefore, both MD simulation and NMR solu-
bilization studies suggest that these MM exclude water 
from the micelle structure to a lesser extent than unpo- 
lymerized surfactant micelles. 

The results plotted in Figure 5 also show that in the 

2.0 to 11.0 ns range of the MD simulation, the SASA of 
both MM fluctuated over a relatively wide range. For 
example, the poly(SULV) SASA fluctuated between 
8704 and 7786 Å2 while the poly(SUVL) values varied 
between 8023 and 7338 Å2. This result suggests that both 
MM experience relatively large scale, dynamic monomer 
chain motions during the MD simulations. These motions 
are likely important for analyte binding and chiral recog-
nition because they could allow space or pockets to form 
between the monomer chains. These pockets would in 
turn allow chiral analytes to access or penetrate into the 
MM and interact stereo selectively with the dipeptide 
headgroups. 

In order to test this hypothesis and to identify the 
monomer chain motions associated with the observed 
changes in the SASA, MM structures with high and low 
SASA values were identified. These structures were then 
overlaid to show the structural changes leading to the 
fluctuations in the SASA observed in Figure 5. Figures 
6(a)-(d) show super positions of poly(SULV) monomer 
chains 9, 13, 11 and 16, respectively for structures ex-
tracted at 4.420 ns (low SASA) and 7.735 ns (high SASA) 
of the MD simulation. The structures in Figure 6(a) 
show the two hydrocarbon chains lying almost on top of 
one another, but with the headgroup atoms in different 
positions. This superposition suggests that one motion  
 

 

Figure 6. Overlaid structures extracted at 4.420 and 7.735 
ns of the MD simulation for (a) chain 9, (b) chain 13, (c) 
chain 11, and (d) chain 16 of poly(SULV). 
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leading to the changes observed in the SASA is an open-
ing and closing of cavities or pockets near the monomer 
headgroups. This motion could allow movement of chiral 
analytes into the cavities created between the monomer 
headgroups where they could then bind to the MM in a 
stereo selective fashion. The motion depicted in Figure 
6(a) is thus expected to be important in chiral recognition. 
Figure 6(b) depicts another cavity-opening motion ob- 
served during the MD simulation. Here both of the head- 
groups and five carbon atoms along the hydrocarbon 
chain move apart to create a potential analyte binding 
pocket. Finally, Figure 6(c) shows a poly(SULV) mono- 
mer chain changing its shape from a folded to a more 
open wing-like conformation. This change increases the 
SASA and the open conformation labeled A in Figure 
6(c) likely gives both water and chiral analytes greater 
access to the MM chiral centers. 

Other chain motions, though, identified by the super-
impositions discussed above produced changes in the 
SASA that were likely not important in chiral recognition. 
For example, the superimposed structures in Figure 6(d) 
show the two MM headgroups overlapped and the hy-
drocarbon chain atoms in different positions. These struc- 
tures suggest that a motion that could produce changes in 
the SASA involves gaps or cavities opening between the 
hydrocarbon chains. These motions would give water 
molecules access to the core region of the micelle, but 
would not be expected to be important in governing 
chiral selectivity. Finally, very similar chain motions to 
those shown in Figure 6 were observed when analogous 
super positions of poly(SUVL) structures with high (5.95 
ns) and low (10.12 ns) SASA values were carried out. 

As discussed above, poly(SULV) has been found ex-
perimentally to be a relatively effective chiral selector, 
while chiral selectivity with poly(SUVL) is generally 
poor [8,21]. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that 
the motions identified above leading to fluctuations in the 
SASA should occur to a greater extent in poly(SULV) 
than in poly(SUVL). This should especially be true for 
those motions opening pockets near the dipeptide head- 
group that give chiral analytes access to the MM chiral 
centers. To test this hypothesis, the variability in the po- 
sitions of selected poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL)atoms 
during the MD simulations were compared using the 
following method.  Four carbon atoms were chosen that 
spanned the midpoint of the monomer hydrocarbon chain 
to the end of the dipeptide headgroup. Moving up toward 
the headgroup, these atoms are labeled C6, C10, N-ter- 
minal Ca, and C-terminal Ca in Figure 7(a). The root 
mean squared deviation (rmsd) in the positions of these 
four atoms with respect to their positions in the average 
MD simulation structures were then calculated. Changes 
in these rmsd values in the 2.50 to 11.00 ps range of the 
MD simulations are plotted in Figures 7(b)-(e) for car 

 

Figure 7. (a) MM structure identifying carbon atoms C6, 
C10, and the N- and C-terminal acarbon atoms. RMDS 
versus simulation time plots for poly(SULV) (blue) and 
poly(SUVL) (red) atoms; (b) C6; (c) C10; (d) N-terminal Cα; 
(e) C-terminal Cα. 
 
bon atoms C6, C10, and the N- and C-terminal Ca atoms, 
respectively. The dashed line at 4.0 Å is included to fa-
cilitate comparison between the four graphs. 

In Figure 7(b), the rmsd values for C6 are consistently 
less than 4 Å and both the poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL) 
values show relatively little variability. However, mov- 
ing up to atom C10 (Figure 7(c)), the rmsd values for 
both MM increase and the poly(SULV) plot begins to 
show greater fluctuations in the atoms’ positions when 
compared to poly(SUVL). The rmsd values continue to 
increase moving up the monomer chain to the N- and 
C-terminal Ca carbons. This observation suggests than in 
the MD simulations of both MM, there was greater vari- 
ability in the positions of the dipeptide headgroup atoms 
than for the carbon atoms along the hydrocarbon chain. 
The results plotted in Figures 7(d) and (e) also show 
more variability in the poly(SULV) rmsd values sug-
gesting that the poly(SULV) headgroup atoms undergo 
larger fluctuations in their positions than corresponding 
atoms in poly(SUVL). Therefore, it can be concluded 
that chain motions leading to changes in the SASA, and 
likely opening and closing chiral analyte binding pockets, 
occur to a greater extent in poly(SULV) than in poly 
(SUVL). If chiral analytes are provided with more poten- 
tial binding pockets, we would then expect poly(SULV) 
to have the higher chiral selectivity, as is observed ex- 
perimentally. 

3.4. Water Shell Results 

For chiral recognition to take place chiral pockets must 
open as described above, but analytes must also have 
access to the chiral centers of the dipeptide headgroup 
where stereo selective interactions take place. Therefore,  
to compare the access that each MM provides to the 
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dipeptide headgroup chiral centers, the number of water 
molecules surrounding the chiral carbons in both MM 
was investigated. The rationale for this comparison was 
that greater water access to the chiral centers should also 
allow greater access for chiral analytes. Figure 8(a) 
shows comparisons of the number of water molecules 
within 5.0 Å of the N-terminal Ca chiral centers of 
poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL). Note that more water 
molecules surround the poly(SULV)chiral center, there- 
fore, chiral analytes likely have greater access to this 
chiral center as well. A similar result was obtained when 
the number of water molecules surrounding the C-ter- 
minal chiral centers in each MM were compared. These 
results are shown in Figure 8(b), again probing the 
number of water molecules within 5.0 Å of the selected 
chiral atom. As expected, overall more water molecules 
were found to surround the C-terminal Ca atom than 
surrounded the N-terminal Ca in both MM. In addition, 
as with the N-terminal Ca analysis, poly(SULV) has 
more water molecules surrounding the C-terminal Ca 
atom when compared to poly(SUVL). Therefore, it can 
be concluded that the more open structure of poly(SULV) 
gives water molecules and thus by extension chiral so- 
lutes greater access to the chiral atoms in the dipeptide 
headgroup. 

3.5. Sodium Ion Distribution  

 with the MD simula-The final MM property investigated
tions was the distribution of sodium counterions around 
each macromolecule. The counterion distribution was 
studied because the charge and the distribution of coun-
terions around each monomer headgroup would be ex-
pected to influence the electrostatic repulsion between 
monomer chains and thus the overall size and shape of 
the macromolecule. The first step of this analysis was to 
calculate the radial distribution functions (RDF) between 
sodium ions and the carboxylate oxygen atoms. The RDF 
plot for poly(SULV) is shown in Figure 9(a). These data 
indicate that some of sodium ions are relatively close to 
 

 

Figure 8. Water shells surrounding the poly(SULV) and 
poly(SUVL) chiral centers. (a) N-terminal amino acid chiral 
center; (b) C-terminal amino acid chiral center. 

 

Figure 9. (a) Radial distribution function for Na+ ions iden
tifying counterion shells #1, #2, and #3. Number is Na+ ion

rst peak 
 the RDF in the 2.0 - 3.3 Å range. Other sodium ions 

+

ere used to investigate the chiral MM 

-
s 

occupying the (b) first; (c) second; (d) third shells. 
 
the MM carboxylate anions, thus producing the fi
in
were found to have moved farther from the carboxylate 
headgroups yielding the second peak in the RDF between 
3.3 and 5.2 Å. Finally, the remaining sodium ions are 
located farther than 5.2 Å from the MM carboxylate 
headgroups. 

To better understand the distributions of sodium ions 
around the MM, the system was divided into three Na  
shells extending, respectively, 3.3 Å, 5.2 Å, and 10.0 Å 
from the carboxylate oxygens. The populations of so-
dium ions in these shells for LV are plotted in Figures 
9(b)-(d). Figures 9(b) and (c) show that relatively few 
sodium occupy the first two shells closest to the car-
boxylate oxygens. The distribution in Figure (d) indi-
cates that on average about 9 sodium ions occupy the 
third shell, with the remaining ions dissociated from the 
MM and found in the bulk aqueous phase. Overall, the 
distributions shown in Figures 9(b)-(d) suggest that 
about 50% of sodium ions are within 10.0 Å of carboxy-
late anions while the remaining 50% of the sodium ions 
diffuse farther from the micelle during the MD simula-
tion. The RDF plot and sodium ion distribution plots for 
poly(SUVL) were found to be very similar to the poly- 
(SULV) plots shown in Figure 9. 

4. Conclusion 

MD simulations w
poly(SULV) and poly(SUVL). The more effective chiral 
selector poly(SULV) was found to have a more confor-
mationally flexible headgroup and a larger SASA. Poly- 
(SULV) also allowed more intra- and intermolecular 
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H-bonds to form with atoms on the N-terminal amino 
acid of the dipeptide headgroup. In addition, the MD 
simulations suggested that large-scale monomer chain 
motions occur in both MM. These motions may open 
cavities or pockets that could be used by chiral analytes 
to access the chiral centers of the MM dipeptide head- 
groups. Finally, water molecules were found to have 
greater access to the poly(SULV) chiral centers and an 
analysis of the distribution of sodium ions showed that 
approximately 50% of the sodium counterions are found 
within 10.0 Å of the MM carboxylate groups. 
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